
       REGISTER NOW DAMMIT! 
 

* August 10-12, 2018 illadelph Legends Fesival @Philadanco  Don’t Miss out!  
 

Rennie Harris Intensive “Pay As You Go” (RHIP): Each registrant can           
make easy low payments as much as desired. The registration fee $30.00.            
Once you’ve registered, you are allowed to pay as much or as little as you want                
up until August 10th.  

FEE & DISCOUNTED RATE (S) HOW DOES IT WORK? 
GOAL: RHIP is designed to relieve financial stress. The goal of RHIP is to alleviate any                
financial worry and make payments easier for those who need it. For those who don’t need it we                  
ask that you take advantage of RHIP to alleviate any last minute financial emergencies or               
circumstances.  

STUDENTS: students who’ve taken class from Rennie Harris at UCLA,          
University of Colorado Boulder, University of Texas Austin, Columbia College          
and anyone personally invited by Rennie Harris will receive a $100.00 discount            
totaling a student rate of $300.00. In addition if you register within the 1st quarter               
you will receive an additional 25 dollars off. Also if you register at your school you                
will receive an additional $50.00 making your total fee $225.00. Lastly if you take              
advantage of BAF discount you will have a total fee of $125.00 

OUT OF STATE: First time out of state residents who’ve not taken class with              
Rennie Harris will pay a fee of $400.00, But if you register within the first quarter                
your rate will be $325.00 (see RHIP). *You can also take advantage of BAF              
discount (see below). 
 
LOCAL: rate is $200.00 if you bring a friend it will be 100.00 off your rate making                 
it 100.00 for you and your friend for the weekend.  

BRING A FRIEND DISCOUNT: Whether first year or second year if you            
bring a friend at the first or second year rate you will receive an automatic               
discount of $100.00. In other words, if your rate is 400 it becomes 350 and if                
your rate is 300 it becomes 200 for the entire intensive and so on. This is on top                  
of any other rates or discounts you may receive due to early registration, student,              
or local status.  
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RETURNING ID PARTICIPANTS: returning illadelph participants who paid the         
full price last year (2017) automatically receive an additional 100 dollars off the             
rate of 400.00 plus a registration discount of 50.00 in addition you will receive an               
additional 100.00 off if you take advantage of BRING A FRIEND DISCOUNT.            
This will make your rate a total of  $150.00  

*Welcome to Rennie Harris Rhythm Intensive & illadelph Legends Festival. If you have any              
concerns or questions feel free to contact me at rennieharris@gmail.com  

 
 Rennie Harris 
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